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Premium biodegradable, quick break, 
multi purpose degreaser and truckwash

DILUTIONS
Truckwash & Degreaser  –  1 part PREDATOR to  
10 parts water.

DIRECTIONS
PREDATOR can be used hot or cold, brushed on, in 
pressure washers or in automatic  truck wash bays. 
Enquire about our CLEANSAFE Dispensing Systems for 
safe, economical dispensing.

PACKAGING
PREDATOR is available in 5L, 25L, 200L and 1000L 
containers

Predator is a multi purpose cleaner, truck wash and degreaser in  one. Predator is water 
based, biodegradable, pH neutral, non corrosive, non toxic concentrated liquid making 
it a safe and effective product to use on any hard surface. Predator is a premium product 
ideal for use in hard water areas for the removal of grease, grime, oil film, fuel exhaust, 
soot, bugs and red dirt giving a steak free finish.

pH neutral and  biodegradable 
Non caustic and non corrosive
Powerful yet safe on all hard surfaces
Effective in hard water areas

Red dirt removal capabilities
Super concentrated for an 
economical wash
Safe to use in any environment
Streak free formula

Super concentrated, multi-purpose 
cleaner and safety degreaser

Formulated to be a safe concentrated, biodegradable, multi purpose, heavy duty cleaner 
and degreaser. Its a non flammable, non corrosive, safety degreaser that can be used 
on most surfaces.  As well as having outstanding degreasing properties, LITTLE RIPPER 
provides exception power for the removal of organic contaminates and soils. It is also low 
rinse and leaves no surface residue. LITTLE RIPPER being a concentrated, heavy duty 
cleaner can save on freight and storage costs.

DILUTIONS
Heavy duty Degreasing - 1:5  
Spray and wipe cleaning - 1:5
Red Dirt Removal - 1:5
Truck Wash - 1:20

DIRECTIONS
PLEASE NOTE: For most effective use, foam on using 
our CLEANSAFE DISPENSING SYSTEMS

For Heavy Duty Cleaning and Degreasing:
1. Spray, foam or brush on.
2. Allow 5 to 10 mins contact time 
3. High pressure off or rinse off with fresh water.

PACKAGING
LITTLE RIPPER  is available in 25L, 200L and 1000L IBC 
containers.
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Quick Break Properties

Heavy duty mining and industrial 
degreaser
Automotive detailing both exterior 
and interior
Plant, machine and automotive 
degreasing

Diluted used as a truck wash
Excellent for the removal of red dirt 
staining
General purpose heavy duty spray 
and wipe cleaning, suitable for 
leather, vinyl, carpet
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